LETTER ORDERS NUMBER 12-1352497

SUBJECT: DISCHARGE FROM USAR

MARTIN ALFRED L

TC 340, ABOVE NAMED INDIVIDUAL DISCHARGED ON DATE INDICATED.

AUTHORITY: BY DIRECTION OF THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY, PAR 3-1, AR 135-178
COMPONENT: STANDBY RESERVE
RELIEVED FROM: USAR CONTROL GROUP STANDBY
EFFECTIVE DATE OF DISCHARGE: 1 JANUARY 1975
TYPE OF DISCHARGE: HONORABLE
REASON FOR DISCHARGE: EXPIRATION OF TERM OF SERVICE
SELECTIVE SERVICE NUMBER: N/A
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: YOU ARE REMOVED FROM THE STANDBY RESERVE, IF RESERVE IDENTIFICATION DD FORM 2A (RED) IS IN YOUR POSSESSION RETURN IT TO THIS HEADQUARTERS, ATTN: AGUZ-SEC. SERVICE IN STANDBY RESERVE FROM 23 JAN 74 TO 01 JAN 75; AUTHORITY AR 140-10.
Honorable Discharge

from the Armed Forces of the United States of America

This is to certify that

MARTIN ALFRED L

was honorably discharged from the

United States Army

on the 1st day of January 1975

This certificate is awarded as a testimonial of Honest and Faithful Service

LOUIS J. PROST

BRIGADIER GENERAL, USA